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Abstract

Modern public ASR tools usually provide rich support for training various sequence-to-sequence (S2S) models, but rather simple support for decoding open-vocabulary scenarios only. For closed-vocabulary scenarios, public tools supporting lexical-constrained decoding are usually only for classical ASR, or do not support all S2S models. To eliminate this restriction on research possibilities such as modeling unit choice, we present RASR2 in this work, a research-oriented generic S2S decoder implemented in C++. It offers a strong flexibility/compatibility for various S2S models, language models, label units/topologies and neural network architectures. It provides efficient decoding for both open- and closed-vocabulary scenarios based on a generalized search framework with rich support for different search modes and settings. We evaluate RASR2 with a wide range of experiments on both switchboard and Librispeech corpora. Our source code is public online.
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1. Introduction & related work

Sequence-to-sequence (S2S) modeling has become the major trend of automatic speech recognition (ASR). Popular S2S modeling approaches include connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [1], recurrent neural network transducer (RNN-T) [2], attention-based encoder-decoder (AED) models [3, 4] and possible variants thereof. S2S models usually produce a very concentrated probability distribution, which requires smaller decoding effort in contrast to conventional ASR systems. For a potentially open-vocabulary recognition, subword units are often adopted for both S2S models and the optional external language model (LM). Without lexical constraint, this is usually called end-to-end ASR, which further simplifies search.

As a result, modern public ASR tools such as ESPNet [5], SpeechBrain [6] and RETURNN [7] usually put major effort on supporting various training techniques and NN architectures, while only providing decoding support for open-vocabulary scenarios, which usually adopts a simple global beam search with fixed beam size pruning. Such tendency poses a strong restriction on research possibilities such as modeling unit choice, e.g. both phoneme/subword-based S2S models and word-based RNN/transformer [8] LM can be individually trained with these tools, but they can not be jointly decoded within the framework. [9] proposed the multi-level LM decoding to incorporate a word-based LM into a subword-based end-to-end system by on-the-fly re-scoring upon emitting an end-of-word symbol. As this is less straightforward for phonemes, [10] extended it by introducing a lexical prefix tree. The phoneme/subword LM score is then replaced by the word LM score upon tree exits, although LM-lookahead [11] can actually be applied here for more consistent pruning w.r.t. decision making. More importantly, this decoder is not public, which also applies to [12] and possibly many other existing tools. For closed-vocabulary scenarios, public ASR tools supporting lexical-constrained decoding are either only for classical ASR systems such as Kaldi [13] and previous RASR [14, 15], or only for CTC models such as flashlight [16] (formerly wav2letter++ [17]) and K2 (next generation of Kaldi).

With this motivation, we present RASR2 in this work, a research-oriented generic S2S decoder implemented in C++. RASR2 offers a strong flexibility/compatibility for various modeling unit choice/combination, modeling approaches/variants and NN architectures. It implements a generalized search framework covering most existing search strategies for various S2S models. With a rich support for different search modes and settings, it provides efficient decoding for both open- and closed-vocabulary scenarios. In contrast to weighted finite-state transducer (WFST)-based decoders, RASR2 performs lexical prefix tree search, which applies dynamic composition on the fly. This makes it suitable for higher-order S2S models and/or LMs in one-pass decoding setups. It also supports a flexible finite state automaton (FSA) generation for forced alignment or training with external tools. We evaluate RASR2 with a wide range of experiments on both switchboard (SWB) [18] and Librispeech (LBS) [19] corpora. Our source code is public online.

2. Generic sequence-to-sequence decoder

As an extension, RASR2 maintains most functionalities from previous versions [14, 15]. The major breakthrough is the newly introduced generic S2S decoder with high flexibility and a wide-range coverage of different models. As shown in Figure 1, its high-level structure contains the feature input, S2S label scorer and S2S tree search modules as well as an optional LM module. For the feature input module, RASR2 provides a rich signal processing library that can be flexibly configured for various feature extraction, ranging from raw samples to MFCC, Log-Mel and gammatone [20], etc. In the following, we describe the other three modules in more detail.

2.1. Flexible lexical prefix tree

RASR2 performs lexical prefix tree search, where the static search tree is fully defined by a broad-sense lexicon. The fun-

1https://github.com/rwth-i6/rasr/tree/generic-seq2seq-decoder
damental element in the lexicon is called lemma, whose components are shown in Table 1. The static search tree is then constructed based on all lemmata in the lexicon. For simplicity, we denote $\alpha$ as a sequence of S2S model labels $\alpha$. With each tree node holding one $\alpha$, each $\alpha$ in a lemma generates a path through the tree with prefix sharing for compactness. At the end of this path, a tree exit is then created to hold the transcription output and LM token (sequence). Multiple $\alpha$ of one lemma are just path variants in the tree, and multiple exits on the same tree node are allowed. Effectively, by varying label units on different levels, RASR2 supports flexible combination of models using same or different modeling units. As a simplest case, the transcription output, S2S model and LM can all be defined on the same subword set $V$. In this case, the search tree has just one root followed by $|V|$ leaf nodes, each with a single tree exit. This corresponds to the open-vocabulary scenario, which may also be referred to as lexicon-free in some literature. On the contrary, a word-based lemma construction leads to the closed-vocabulary case.

2.2. Generalized search framework

Based on the above search tree, RASR2 can perform search for various S2S models in a generalized framework. At each decoding step $u$, a new hypothesis can be fully characterized as the tuple $(y_u, t_u, H(y_u^{-1}), \text{scores, treeNode})$, where

- $y_u$: a symbol predicted by the S2S model, including special ones such as blank $\epsilon$.
- $t_u$: the position in the S2S model's encoder output $h_u^T$.
- $H()$ = $(H_{S2S}, H_{LM})$: function histories of the S2S model and LM, both of which are model specific and can be empty. They may be used for model scoring as well as recombination.

For simplicity, we omit the traceback consideration here and assume the final hypothesis can always uniquely define the output transcription given the label topology and lexicon definition. Existing search strategies for various modeling approaches mainly fall into three categories:

1. time-synchronous search: all hypotheses are at the same global time position $t = u$. Typical models include CTC [1], monotonic RNN-T [21] and posterior HMM [22, 23].

2. label-synchronous search: all hypotheses are at the same output label position $u$, and $t_u$ may be omitted. Typical models include attention [3, 4] and segmental [24, 25] models.

3. alignment-synchronous search [26]: all hypotheses are at the same alignment position $u$, which is mainly for RNN-T [2].

Here $t_u = t_u - 1 + 1$ for $y_u = \epsilon$, otherwise $t_u = t_{u-1}$. These search strategies are actually all synchronized on the S2S model scoring level, i.e. decoding step $u$. They only differ at hypothesis expansion, while the rest operations in each decoding step are mostly the same. Based on this, RASR2 unifies them into a common search framework as the following.

2.2.1. Hypothesis expansion

Within-tree hypothesis expansion is defined by the lexical prefix tree and label topology jointly, where the former defines reachable successors and the latter defines allowed transitions. RASR2 supports flexible label topology configuration by fundamental topology operations such as loop, blank and vertical transitions. Mutual exclusive cases such as vertical + loop and mutual inclusive cases such as vertical + blank are automatically checked. This flexibility enables the study of different modeling variants, e.g. neural transducer with HMM topology [22]. Although it is natural to configure the topology according to the S2S model training, sometimes it may also need to decode with a certain variant, e.g. decode a CTC model without label loop, which can be useful for forced alignment as well. Additional flags such as enabling $t_u$ as a latent position variable and forcing minimum loop occurrence [23] are also supported.

For hypotheses exiting a tree, they enter the next tree based on history $H_{LM}$. Thus, $H_{LM}$ only needs to be handled on the search tree level instead of within-tree hypotheses. Depending on the settings, hypotheses reaching the same node in the same tree may still have different $H_{S2S}$. For convenience, in the following, we refer to within-tree and exiting-tree hypotheses as ‘label’ and ‘word-end’ hypotheses, respectively.

2.2.2. Scoring & pruning

All label hypotheses update scores from the S2S label scorer (Sec. 2.3). If LM is used, an optional LM-lookahead [11] score from the best reachable exits can also be added for pruning. All word-end hypotheses then update scores from the scoring LM. Note that RASR2 also supports different LMs for lookahead and word-end scoring, e.g. $n$-gram LM + full-context neural LM (NLM) for efficiency.

Three different kinds of pruning methods are mainly used:

- score pruning: score threshold w.r.t. best hypothesis in beam
- histogram pruning [11]: beam size upper limit
- fixed beam size pruning: top-$k$-score hypotheses in beam which are incorporated into two different kinds of beam search:

1. simple global beam search: all levels of hypotheses, i.e. label, word-end and ended (Sec. 2.2.4) hypotheses, are pruned together in one global beam. Either fixed beam size pruning or score + histogram pruning can be applied here.

2. hyp-level-individual beam search: each level of hypotheses has an individual beam for pruning. Only score + histogram pruning is applied here, which however can be configured individually for each beam.

The global and individual beam search correspond to those simple and sophisticated decoders in modern and classical ASR tools, respectively. This enables a strong compatibility as well as comparison with other tools. Although both beam search variants work for either open- or closed-vocabulary scenarios, one might be favored over the other for specific cases, e.g. we find the hyp-level-individual beam search to be more efficient for the closed-vocabulary case. For the open-vocabulary case, additional optimization is done to avoid redundant pruning for leaf nodes and exits. We also support some additional tricks such as local score pruning within the same posterior output of the S2S model, max length pruning w.r.t. $T$, and special symbol threshold such as blank or end-of-sentence (EOS) [27].

2.2.3. Recombination

Similar as [26], we also find it more efficient to apply recombination after pruning. RASR2 supports both maximization (Viterbi) and summation (full-sum) based recombination, which only differ at one operation in the dynamic programming recursion. In [28], we showed that they have the same decoding efficiency. Label hypotheses in the same tree (same $H_{LM}$) are recombined upon the same $(H_{S2S}, t_u)$. Word-end hypotheses are recombined upon the same $(H_{S2S}, H_{LM}, t_u)$. For Viterbi recombination, we support configurable history limit up to the context size of the models. For full-sum recombination, at least one full context history from $H_{S2S}$ and $H_{LM}$ is required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Components of lexicon fundamental element: lemma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lemma Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transcription output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 1 sequences of S2S model labels: $\alpha$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 or 1 LM token (sequence)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.4. End processing

Another difference among time-/label-/alignment-synchronous search is ending hypothesis processing, where hypotheses can finish asynchronously at different $t$. In the search framework of RASR2, this is predefined by each specific type of S2S model, such as $t_n = T$ for RNN-T and segmental models, and $y_n = \text{EOS}$ for attention models. Ended hypotheses are stored separately without further expansion. They are pruned against further ongoing hypotheses in the global beam search mode, or optionally pruned against each other in the individual beam search mode to control output size. By default, no end processing is applied and the complete search stops at $t = T$. If end processing is needed, the complete search stops when all live hypotheses are ended. For deterministic scoring, RASR2 also performs early stopping if all ongoing hypotheses can not be better than the best ended one.

Asynchronous ending may lead to length bias [29] for unreliable score comparison, which can be eased by decoding heuristics such as length normalization. RASR2 additionally supports a search-derived length modeling for more robust decision making [30].

2.2.5. Outputs and logs

For recognition output, RASR2 supports various formats including CTM, N-best and lattice, which can be further used for re-scoring or sequence discriminative training [31]. In addition, the decoding log file contains rich statistics of search as well as some timing information for analysis.

2.3. S2S label scorer

The S2S label scorer module is an interface between search and the underlying S2S model. It mainly manages model scoring, $H_{\text{S2S}}$ and some model type specifics. For model scoring, it is designed to work with any encoder-decoder or encoder-only models without knowing the underlying NN details. This is achieved by pre-compiling the NN into a computation graph with predefined I/O and operation collections, which are executed in order by RASR2. Besides a strong compatibility with various S2S models and NN structures, this also allows flexibly modifying the S2S model graph for inference, such as adding an internal LM (ILM) [12, 32] and replacing some deterministic computation with embedding lookup.

2.3.1. Scorer types

There are two major types of S2S label scorer:

1. pre-computed scorer: scores are computed independent of search. This can be used to load externally computed scores, or scoring encoder-only models as well as some 1st-order encoder-decoder models with a small $|V|$ for the last case, the model graph needs to be modified to feed all $|V|$ contexts at each frame and output the $|V|^2$ scores.

2. encoder-decoder scorer: scores are computed on the fly with context feedback from hypotheses in search. This is the base scorer for encoder-decoder models to control the model graph computation logics. Specific types of S2S models just inherit from it with further specifications. This allows an easy extension of derived scorers to study various modeling variants.

For the pre-computed scorer, RASR2 only needs to know the I/O placeholders of the model graph. For the encoder-decoder scorer, the model graph should contain the following collections, where the decoder computation is single step based:

- $\text{encode}_\text{ops}$: encoder forwarding with output kept in graph
- $\text{decoder}_\text{input_vars}$: mostly label context to be fed in
- $\text{update}_\text{ops}$: optional update after feeding decoder input
- $\text{decode}_\text{ops}$: decoder forwarding to compute scores

- decoder_output_vars: mostly scores to be fetched
- state_vars: optional decoder hidden states, i.e. stateful vs. stateless (mostly limited context). If existing, they are fed in together with label context and fetched together with scores.

They are held as pointers by $H_{\text{S2S}}$ together with label context. The $\text{encode}_\text{ops}$ is only called once for each input sequence (full/chunk-wise), while the decoder computation may be executed multiple times at each step $t$. This depends on the total number of hypotheses in search and the configurable maximum number of hypotheses to feed in for a single run of decoder computation. For $H_{\text{S2S}}$, it is also configurable to include loop and/or blank into the dependency.

2.3.2. Backends

The model graph may use different backends to perform computation on GPU and/or CPU. Currently we mainly support Tensorflow [33] backend, and are extending to support ONNX\textsuperscript{2} backend for a wider coverage of models trained with different tools. Note that search is always performed on CPU to allow investigation of very large search space, e.g. [30].

2.4. LM

RASR2 also supports various LM types for both one-pass decoding and lattice/N-best re-scoring:

- n-gram LM in arpa/bp format
- NLM such as RNN and transformer LM: this has a similar design of model graph and backends as Sec. 2.3. Speed-up tricks from our previous work [34, 35] are also included.
- combined LM: score combination of several LMs

Note that RASR2 even supports to configure separate LMs for scoring, lookahead and recombination. To study some special cases of recombination, we also provide some simple simulations such as 0-gram LM and full-context LM.

3. Flexible Finite State Automaton

Another useful feature of RASR2 is the flexible generation of a finite state automaton (FSA) for a given sentence. The flexibility comes at two folds. Firstly, the broad-sense lexicon allows a flexible definition of $\overrightarrow{\text{lemma}}$ for each lemma including label units as well as path variants (e.g. pronunciation/segmentation) for the same word. Secondly, RASR2 allows to specify various label topologies for the FSA, including HMM, CTC and recurrent neural aligner (RNA) [36]. The resulting FSA can be used to perform forced alignment with S2S models. It can also be exported as a simple list of edges (from, to, label, weight) to external training tools to perform from-scratch sequence-level cross-entropy (CE) training using the forward-backward algorithm. Different aspects can then be studied, such as topology comparison [23] and acoustic-based subword learning [37].

4. Experiments

To reflect the rich functionality, compatibility and flexibility of RASR2, we conduct a wide range of experiments across different S2S models, NN architectures, label units, LMs and search settings on both switchboard (SWB) [18] and Librispeech (LBS) [19] corpora.

4.1. Open-vocabulary efficiency comparison

Modern ASR tools usually provide a simple decoder with global beam search and fixed beam size pruning, which commonly works well for subword-based S2S models in open-vocabulary scenarios. Here we verify if RASR2 is also competitive under this setting. We use RETURNN [7] as a representative for comparison, which uses the same backend as RASR2 and performs

\[ \text{https://github.com/onnx/onnx} \]
Table 2: Efficiency comparison for decoding a standalone BPE-based attention model on Hub5’00; RTF on GTX-1080Ti GPU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Search &amp; Pruning</th>
<th>Hub5’00 WER[%]</th>
<th>RTF (GPU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RETURNN [7]</td>
<td>global beam search</td>
<td>SWB</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RASR2</td>
<td>+ fixed beam size 12</td>
<td>+ local score pruning</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Subword S2S models + closed-vocabulary constraint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S2S Model</th>
<th>Word LM Lexicon</th>
<th>LBS dev WER[%]</th>
<th>LBS test WER[%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subword CTC</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subword Transducer</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: WER vs. RTF (on Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v4 @ 2.20GHz) purely GPU-based decoding. This is done on the SWB corpus using a standalone byte-pair encoding [38] (BPE)-based attention model with BLSTM encoder + LSTM decoder [39]. We disable the multi-sequence recognition for RETURNN. Both word error rate (WER) and real time factor (RTF) results are shown in Table 2, where RASR2 shows competitive efficiency.

4.2. Closed-vocabulary constraint

Here we investigate the effect of applying closed-vocabulary constraint to subword-based S2S models for the LBS task. We use 5k acoustic data-driven subword modeling (ADSM) [37] units. We construct word-based lemmata for the lexicon according to the word-based LBS vocabulary. Segmentation variants for the same word from the ADSM output are also included into the lexicon. We evaluate two scenarios, i.e. word lexicon only and word lexicon+LM, for both subword-based CTC and monotonic RNN-T models. Both models use a 12 × 512 conformer [40] encoder. The transducer model adopts a 1 × 1024 LSTM decoder, and applies ILM subtraction [12] when external LM is used. The results are shown in Table 3.

For the CTC model, the word lexicon alone already largely improves over the open-vocabulary baseline, while an additional 4-gram word LM further boosts the performance dramatically. This is as expected due to the lack of context modeling of the CTC model. For the transducer model, there is no benefit from the word lexicon alone. Although the additional 4-gram word LM gives some improvement, we suspect that the gain will be smaller with an increasing amount of transcribed data as well as possible ILM adaptation [41, 42] on text data. Further results with a word-based transformer LM also show worse performance than the open-vocabulary evaluation with a subword-based transformer LM (last row of Table 4).

With a super fast inference speed, CTC models are often adopted for production systems. Adding closed-vocabulary constraint to a subword CTC does not impose pronunciation modeling problem as for phonemes, but rather a specification of hypothesis space. Besides WER improvement with additional context modeling, this also brings additional flexibility for easy context biasing, which can be useful for many applications. Therefore, we further study how to maintain the above improvement w/o cost of speed. We mainly investi-
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